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Presenter
Presentation Notes
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STUDY PURPOSE

Provide a recommendation for Federal participation 
in hurricane storm damage risk reduction and 

environmental restoration features in Cameron, 
Calcasieu, and Vermilion Parishes located in 

Southwest Louisiana that would be economically 
and environmentally justified

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NED and NER purposes.  This presentation will focus on NED alternatives and the use of the HEC-FDA model.
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NED and Ecosystem Restoration (NER) Solutions

Marsh Restoration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First column is future without project conditions after a storm event and the second column shows future with- project conditions. Nonstructural measures and build the marsh and shoreline measures to reduce risk from storm surge! 
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LOCATION OF THE STUDY AREA

Morganza to the 
Gulf  

Project Area

Southwest Coastal
Louisiana 

Project Location

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year my case study was the Morganza to the Gulf Post Authorization Change evaluation.  The study area is 60 miles south west of New Orleans, in the Houma MSA and contains Terrebonne and Lafourche Parishes.   The area is along Gulf of Mexico and is very oil and gas related.  This is also an area where the show Swamp People is filmed.  This year I am using Southwest Coastal Louisiana which approximately 260 miles west of New Orleans and 200 miles west of Houma.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY AREA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year I will use Southwest Coastal as my case study. This slide shows an overview of the study area. Both  NED and NER alternatives were investigated across a three-parish area in southwest Louisiana. The three parishes are Calcasieu, Cameron, and Vermilion.The area is very vulnerable to coastal storm damage due to it’s location and the major navigation channels that allow storm surge to move in a north-south direction as well as introducing salinity into marshes are (west to east): Sabine-Neches Ship Channel, Calcasieu River Ship Channel, Mermentau River, Vermilion River and the Freshwater Bayou Canal.  The SWC study area covers approximately 4,700 square miles.A large majority of the study area is within the 100-year floodplain.In 2010, the population of 3 parishes was approximately: 258,000. The study area population is increasing.75% of population located in Calcasieu parish. The largest city is Lake Charles (78,000) but its metro area (including Sulphur, Vinton, West Lake) is over 100,000, which is about 40% of total population in study area. Abbeville is the second largest city (12,300), followed by Kaplan (4,600), Erath (2,100), and Delcambre (1,900). The current population in 2020 is slightly over 270,000 and the population of Lake Charles in 2020 is slightly over 80,000.
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CAJUN COUNTRY

Vermilion Parish – “The most Cajun Place in the World”

Calcasieu Parish – “quelqueshue” meaning “crying eagle”

Cameron Parish – part of “no man’s land in 1806 due to 
boundary dispute between US and Spain containing pirates, 
outlaws, and other nefarious characters 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Population in Vermilion Parish is 60,000 residents, Calcasieu Parish 203,000 residents, and Cameron Parish 7,000 residents for a total of 270,000 residents.  In 2010, the total population was 258,000.
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CAJUN AND CREOLE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great cajun cooking in the study area.  The food is known for being spicy and contains wild game like alligator while New Orleans is more Creole cooking with more traditional sea-food such as shrimp and oysters with a tomato base.
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CAJUN VERSUS CREOLE COOKING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On left is Gumbo or stew – alligator meat, venison sauce piquante (long cooked spicy stew),  and rice. In center is a crawfish boil, and left is shrimp creole
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CAJUN TERMS

Laissez les bons ton roule – “let the good times roll”

C’est la vie – “that’s life”

Cher – “my sweet”

Bouree – Cajun bridge (card game)

Fais-do-do – Cajun dance party (to make sleep)

11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The study area has it’s own dialect.  See terms above.
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SWC ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Study Area Population 2010/2020
–160,000 residents in the inventoried area

Per Capita Income 2010/2020
–Approximately $40,000 - $50,000

Employment Drivers
–Energy, Offshore Supply, Fisheries, Agriculture (Rice), Aquaculture, and Cajun Food and Culture

Structure Inventory
–47,000 Residential
– 5,000 Non-residential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the population, per capita income, employment drivers and structure inventory under current conditionsTalk about structure inventory, oil and gas, navigation, rice, crawfish and alligator farms, and Cajun Food and Culture.
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STRUCTURE INVENTORY – WITHIN 500-YEAR OVERFLOW AREA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Red dots are inventoried residential and nonresidential structures. These structures are in the 500-year overflow area. 
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HISTORICAL FLOODING: HURRICANE RITA (2005)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hurricane Rita was a Category 3 entered at Louisiana-Texas border with storm surges 15 to 20 feet and flooding extended to Lake Charles.  Approximately 50,000 housing units were affected in the 3-parish area and FEMA flood claims totaled half a billion dollars.  For Hurricane Ike which moved south of the study area, approximately 3,000 homes were flooded south of Lake Charles in Cameron and Calcasieu Parishes.
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HISTORICAL FLOODING: HURRICANE IKE (2008)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hurricane Ike which moved south of the study area, inundated approximately 3,000 homes south of Lake Charles in Cameron and Calcasieu Parishes.
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HISTORICAL FLOODING:  HURRICANES LAURA AND DELTA (2020)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hurricane Laura made landfall only a few miles east of Holly Beach while less than 6 weeks later Delta made landfall only 25 miles east of Holly Beach.
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ACTUAL PATH OF HURRICANES LAURA AND DELTA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delta 6 weeks later made landfall only 30 miles east of Holly Beach.  Over 20 inches of rain and high winds along with surge in southern portions of the study area.Estimated damages were $77 million after Laura and an additional $13 million after Delta for a total of $90 million on the McNeese College campus.  In Calcasieu Parish, 44,000 homes were damaged and 12,000 highly damaged.  1 in 4 residents are out of their homes at the end of 2020.   A total of $16 billion of damages in Louisiana and Texas with 42 fatalities from fallen trees, etc.  Maximum winds for Hurricane Laura were 150 miles per hour.  Hurricane Delta had maximum winds of 100 mph and caused $4 billion of damage in southern Louisiana and Texas with 2 fatalities from gas leaks and generator related fire (indirect fatalities).
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HOLLY BEACH, CAMERON PARISH

Hurricane 
Rita (2005)

Hurricane Ike 
(2008)

Pre-Storm Post-Storm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hurricanes Rita and Ike and the potential storm damages faced by structures located in Holly Beach located in southern part of Cameron Parish, Louisiana.  Many coastal models allow you enter assumptions regarding rebuilding of structures and residents returning or relocating.
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Pre – Hurricane Laura and Delta – August 2020

HOLLY BEACH, CAMERON PARISH 2020

Post - Hurricane Laura and Delta – October 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo of Holley Beach, known as the Cajun Riviera, in Hurricanes Laura and Delta.  Before-Hurricane Laura picture August 2020 and after-Hurricane Laura and Delta picture October 2020.  In 2019, 18,000 residents.   Unincorporated community of Cameron Parish.  It is difficult to obtain population estimates for the community.
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FINAL ARRAY OF ALTERNATIVES

0. No Action Plan
1. Lake Charles Eastbank Levee
2. Lake Charles Westbank Sulphur Extended Levee
3. Lake Charles Westbank Sulphur South Levee
4. Delcambre/Erath Levee
5. Abbeville Levee
6. Abbeville to Delcambre Levee
7. Nonstructural Plan (By community)
8. Nonstructural Plan (By floodplain)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the NED focused array, numerous structural alignments were developed and evaluated, primarily around population centers. Nonstructural measures were considered initially in less densely populated areas but the measure was also applied across the study area as an alternative to structural alignments.In comparing alternatives, nonstructural alternatives always economically outperformed structural alternatives. This is despite the fact we tried several different ways to develop better cost assumptions and efficiencies to make structural alternatives more competitive. No structural alignment yielded a benefit/cost ratio get above unity.Therefore, nonstructural alternatives have continued to be evaluated, incrementalized, and optimized to identify a recommendation that maximizes net benefits.
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NER FEATURES

21

Chenier Reforestation

Shoreline Protection
Shoreline Protection

Marsh Restoration
Marsh Restoration

Shoreline Protection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a simplified graphic showing the general locations of various restoration features. Stars represent marsh restoration features occurring on USFWS lands.Point out general locations for features…    Features are located along significant land/water interfaces (Gulf shoreline, Calcasieu Lake, GIWW, Freshwater Bayou) to support the geomorphic framework defining the interior wetlands.
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When developing a coastal or riverine flood risk management economics 
appendix include background information on:
a. Population, income and employment trends
b. Historical flooding information on the study area
c. The study purpose and proposed alternatives
d. All of the above

True or False:
The no action alternative should be eliminated from consideration as 
structural alternatives are formulated to reduce flood risk.
True or False:
Current policy requires nonstructural alternatives be investigated to 
reduce flood risk.

SWC BACKGROUND QUESTIONS
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OVERVIEW OF PRESENTATION

 Southwest Coastal (SWC) Background and Alternatives
 Study Purpose
 Location and Characteristics of the Study Area
 Flood History
 Proposed Alternatives to Reduce Flood Risk

 Risk Assessment of Southwest Coastal Nonstructural Alternatives
 Risk and Uncertainty Terms and Examples
 Nonstructural Measures Defined
 Modeling of Nonstructural Measures
 Southwest Coastal Recommendations and Results (Updated status of project)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background discuss SWC study purpose the location of the study area, problems, project alternatives, inputs and quantifying their uncertainty using the HEC-FDA model, structural and nonstructural damage results, and an in-class exercise using the HEC-FDA model to analyze nonstructural alternatives.
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RISK AND UNCERTAINTY

Risk = chance of something happening. It is measured in terms of consequences 
and likelihood.
Uncertainty = possible errors in the methods used to calculate parameters

Risk and uncertainty must be quantified.
Traditional method provides single point estimates.
Risk analysis provides a range and probability of occurrence (probability 
distribution). 

Computer models use Monte Carlo Simulation
Hydrologic Engineering Center – Flood Damage Analysis (HEC-FDA) and @Risk 
(Excel add-on software) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk is measured in terms of consequences and likelihood.  Uncertainty relates to possible errors in the methods used to calculate parameters.  Traditional analysis assigns a single point estimate to each of the parameters.  Risk analysis uses a range of possible values and a probability of occurrence.  Computer models use Monte Carlo simulation techniques to quantify uncertainty.  The two computer models that we use most often are the HEC-FDA model and the @Risk model.
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STRUCTURE VALUE UNCERTAINTY

RS Means
Single-family, 1-
story res.

Average Good Very 
Good

Mean 
Value

Standard 
Deviation

SD/Mean 
Value 

Depreciated  
Replacement Cost
(Sq Ft)

$67 $74 $88 $76.33 $10.69 14.0%

+ 14%- 14% + 28%- 28%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RS Means or Marshall and Swift used to determine structure value of residential structures.  After conducting initial windshield surveys, it was determined that structures could be categorized as average, good, or very good.  All three designations were used in the RS Means and M&S valuations to calculate a depreciated cost per square foot for this structure category.  A mean value of $76 was calculated along with a standard deviation of $10.69.  The st dev. divided by the mean was used to calculate the structure value uncertainty.  This is a meaningful way to quantify the uncertainty surrounding the structure value.
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True or False:
The uncertainty surrounding the structure value can be measured using 
the standard deviation statistic as a percentage of the mean structure 
value assuming a normal probability distribution.

The value of structures used to calculate flood damages for FRM studies 
is based on the following:
a. Replacement cost
b. Market value
c. Depreciated replacement cost
d. Value of land 

QUESTIONS REGARDING THE STRUCTURE INVENTORY AND UNCERTAINTY
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•Depth-damage relationships = percentage of the structure or its 
contents damaged at each increment of flooding above first floor 
elevation

•Stage-damage relationships = total damages to the structures and 
their contents in a community damaged at each increment of 
flooding above ground elevation as measured by mean sea level or 
other datum

•Site-specific = depth-damage relationships that are specific to the 
geographical planning area

•Generic = national depth-damage relationships that can be used 
by Corps Districts throughout the nation.  Source: EGM 01-03 
(residential no basements) and EGM 04-01 (residential with 
basements)

DEPTH-DAMAGE RELATIONSHIPS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Referenced to first floor elevation see zero depth in damage function.  Zero depth is first floor elevation.
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DEPTH-DAMAGE RELATIONSHIP UNCERTAINTY

• Triangular Probability Distribution

• Experts provided a minimum; most-likely; and maximum value for the 
damage percentages at each depth of flooding

• Combined the responses of the experts into one probability 
distribution 

Variable 
or

ParameterMaximum
value

Minimum
value

Best
estimate

Pr
ob

ab
ility

 
de

ns
ity
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MOLD DAMAGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our panel told us before Hurricane Katrina that if you don’t into the structure within two days, then mold will grow on walls up to the ceilings.  I was skeptical, but Hurricane Katrina proved the panel right.  The east coast of the US experienced mold following Hurricane Sandy in 2012.Recommend that IWR develop “generic” depth-damage relationships more appropriate for coastal areas.Economic Content to Structure Value Ratios: Concern about small sample size, not random enough or not necessarily representative enough of entire area.Sample size was 30 residential; 80 non-residentialSolution developed by USACE technical experts (MVN, MVD, HQ, IWR) was statistical bootstrapping  method
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TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE

What is the probability of a given storm event 
occurring in any given year?

• 10-year event
• 50-year event
• 100-year event
• 500-year event

•Formula: 1 / recurrence event = probability or AEP

1/10 = .10  (10 %)
1/50 = .02   ( 2 %)
1/100 = .01  ( 1 %)
1/500 = .002  ( 0.2 %)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The probability of a 10-year event occurring in any given year is 0.10.  This means that there is a 10 percent chance that that a storm of this magnitude will occur in any given year.
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STAGE-PROBABILITY RELATIONSHIPS 
(WITHOUT PROJECT)

SWC
North 
Reach

0.99 0.20 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.002

2015 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.7 3.1 3.5 4.5 5.5
2025 2.5 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.6 4.0 5.0 6.0
2075 4.3 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.4 5.8 6.8 9.6

SWC 
South
Reach

0.99 0.20 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.002

2015 1.89 2.3 3.1 6.9 9.7 11.7 13.4 15.6
2025 2.1 3.0 3.8 7.6 10.5 12.6 14.1 16.1
2075 3.4 4.7 5.5 9.2 11.9 14.0 15.8 18.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The slide shows the without project stage-probability relationships for a study area reach in the northern portion of the study area and in the southern portion of the study area.  Notice how the hydrology changes over time due to relative sea-level rise!
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What is the approximate ground elevation for the study area reaches?

Why are the stages so much higher for the south reach relative to the 
north reach?

What could be causing the stages to increase as we move to the future?

How would a structural alternative (such as levee along the coastline) 
affect the water surface elevations or stage-probability relationships?

How would a nonstructural alternative affect the water surface elevations 
or stage-probability relationships?

QUESTIONS REGARDING STAGE-PROBABILITY RELATIONSHIPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answers:Q1 – approximately 2 feet NGVD.  Basis the 1-year recurrent event is approximately 2 feet in 2015.Q2 – The south reach is closer to the Gulf of Mexico and receives storm surges.Q3 – Projected sea-level rise and subsidence.  On the economics side, if increase development then could lead to run-off with less room for water and slightly higher stages.Q4 – The stages for the with-project conditions would be lower relative to without project especially if a levee.  Remember rainfall still occurs and if there is overtopping then that would also elevate stages relative to without project.Q5 – The stages for a nonstructural alternative would not be the same as without project.  A nonstructural alternative does reduce the water surface elevations instead the alternatives will reduce the vulnerability of structures to inundation by elevation, floodproofing or relocation.
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STAGE-PROBABILITY RELATIONSHIP WITH 
UNCERTAINTY BANDS

Stage-Probability Relationships - 50-year Equivalent Record Length

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uncertainty surrounding each probability event is determined in model based on equivalent record length.  Notice the confidence limits of 1 and 2 standard deviations surrounding the stages for a range of probability storm events.  Also notice we provided 8 stages into the model and model provided stages for 16 events between the 1 and 10,000 year event.  The shorter the  record of gage data, then the greater are the stages surrounding the estimated stage for each probability event.  Notice each stage is a probability distribution with a mean and standard deviation.  The HEC-FDA model will use Monte Carlo simulation to sample from the probability distribution.  The sum of the values divided by the number of iterations is the mean or expected value of the stage for each probability event
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Two standard deviations is approximately the 95 percent level of 
confidence when using a Normal Probability Distribution.  What is the 
minus or plus stages (in feet) at two standard deviations for the 25-year 
recurrent event on the previous slide?
a. 6.63 and 7.43 feet
b. 6.69 and 8.97 feet
c. 7.26 and 8.40 feet
d. 5.93 and 6.22 feet

QUESTIONS REGARDING STAGE-PROBABILITY RELATIONSHIPS WITH UNCERTAINTY
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True or False
Zero depth is located at the first-floor elevation of structures in depth-
damage relationships. 

Which of the following statements is false?
a. The longer the equivalent record length of gage information, then the 

less uncertainty surrounding water surface elevations
b. Nonstructural measures reduce the stages associated with the 

various probability events leading to lower with-project damages
c. Relative sea-level rise is a factor that can lead to higher stages 

associated probability events for future years
d. Risk is measured in terms of consequences and likelihood of 

occurrence

DEPTH–DAMAGE AND STAGE–PROBABILITY RELATIONSHIP QUESTIONS
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WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT ACT (WRDA) 2007

•Best available economic techniques, including risk and 
uncertainty

•Prioritize public safety

•Environmental justice

•Nonstructural approaches

•Systems approach

•Integrated water resources management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2007, Congress passed the Water Resources Development Act to rewrite the 1983 P&G to accommodate new objectives and other considerations.  The new objectives include the incorporation of risk and uncertainty (in all phases of the analysis), public safety (what happens if the project fails), environmental justice (are all ethnic groups treated equally), non-structural approaches (these measures are evaluated in an equitably to structural measures), systems approach (impacts on neighboring areas), integration of water resource management (coordinated development and management of water resources “wise use of the floodplain” and collaboration experts in various disciplines including our local sponsors.  As of this time, the revised P&Gs have not been completed.  However, Corps analyses are beginning to include these new objectives.
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Nonstructural measures are permanent or contingent measures applied to a structure and/or its contents that 
prevent or provide resistance to damage from flooding. Nonstructural measures differ from structural measures 
in that they focus on reducing the CONSEQUENCES of flooding instead of focusing on reducing the 
PROBABILITY of flooding.

NONSTRUCTURAL MEASURES DEFINED

Changing the CONSEQUENCES not the HAZARD

Typically, only need without project H&H for nonstructural 
alternatives!

Two types of nonstructural measures: physical (elevation, 
floodproofing, relocation or acquisition) and nonphysical 
(evacuation plans, floodplain mapping and warning 
systems) measures that provide resistance to damage from 
flooding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nonstructural measures are applied to individual structures to provide resistance to damage from flooding.  The focus of these measures is to reduce the vulnerability and thus the consequences instead of the probability of flooding.Change the Consequences or Damages not the Hazard or the water surface elevation.Only need without project H&H for nonstructural alternativesHowever, if any plans combine structural and nonstructural measures, those still need to be evaluated using with project H&HBritt – For example, if the right bank of your stream is getting a levee while the left bank of your stream is getting nonstructural measures, you would need to use the with project hydraulics to accurately capture the impact of the water displaced by the levee on your nonstructural measures.
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NONSTRUCTURAL MEASURES - SWC

•Elevating residential structures    

•Flood proofing non-residential structures  

•Localized storm surge risk reduction measures around warehouses (wet 
flood proofing – water runs through vents near bottom of building).  Owner 
responsible for removing or elevating contents.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just wanted to show you that the economic inputs were able to assist plan formulation to develop elevation measures for residential structures, flood-proofing for non-residential structures and localized storm surge risk reduction measures around warehouses that would not affect the hydrology of the area.   (NEXT Slide) 
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(DEFINING THE COLLECTION OF STRUCTURES INCLUDED IN THE RECOMMENDED PLAN)

By Reach
90 Reaches – 63 Occupied – 11 Justified

By Community
Urban Areas vs. Rural Areas

By Total Study Area
100-Year Floodplain

By Floodplain
Tiered Approach within the 100-year Floodplain

25-Year Floodplain

NONSTRUCTURAL PLAN UNIT OF ANALYSIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to aggregate for a nonstructural measure?  We first formulated nonstructural alternatives by study area reach.  However, these units of analysis are based solely on changes in water surface elevations by geographic locations.  The map geographic areas surrounded by yellow beach boundaries.  We did not think this was a logical way to formulate a nonstructural alternative.We then tried by community, but the study area contained several communities that were located throughout the study area.  It was difficult to distinguish boundaries of urban versus rural areas.We tried for the entire total study area, but this encompassed 52,000 structures.  We got down to the 100-year floodplain, but most of the area is located in the 100-year floodplain.So we developed a tiered approach within the 100-year floodplain trying to group structures by those most at risk.  We developed a 10-25, 525-50 and 50 to 100 year floodplain.  We were trying to identify those structures most at risk.Finally, after identifying those structures most at risk we could evaluate on an individual structure basis.  (NEXT Slide)Resolved at the Nonstructural Workshop, New Orleans, La. March 30 – 1 April, 2015.  We chose to group structures by floodplain and also have available results on an individual structure basis.  Floodplain takes into account the probability of an event occurring and thus can be used as a proxy for assets most at risk.
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FLOODPLAIN SUMMARY OF WITHOUT- PROJECT DAMAGES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You learn a lot by closely examining your without project damages.  We identified the equivalent annual without project damages for the entire floodplain (first set of red circles) and then by each of the tiers.  70 percent of the total damages were occurring in the 100-year floodplain (2nd set of red circles) and approximately 85 percent of those damages were occurring in the 0 to 25 year floodplain (3rd set of red circles). We created separate HEC-FDA models for various floodplains using without project H&H.  We observed that 70 percent, of the equivalent annual without project damages were occurring in the 100-year floodplain.  We then broke the 100-year floodplain into three tiers.  We found that 85 percent of the damages in the 100-year floodplain were occurring in the 0 to 25 year floodplain. First Row shows equivalent without project annual damages for the entire study area over the 50-year period of analysis.  The next 3 columns show the equivalent annual damages for 3 floodplains for the 50-year period of analysis 2025 to 2075.  Approximately 30% of the structures have a FFE = or less than the 100-year stage.
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MODULE ASSIGNMENT – STRUCTURE ELEVATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 structure records are created for each individual structure.  Notice the Struct_Name is slightly different and the first-floor stage/elevation is higher for the raised structure.  The Module Name is different because the HEC-FDA model allows us to use the WO_2025NoRaise for the without project conditions and the WO_2025Raise for the with-project condition named Alt 1 for the year 2025.



42CALCULATING EXPECTED ANNUAL DAMAGES 
(NONSTRUCTURAL MEASURES) 

Hydrology Hydraulics Economics
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With Nonstructural

Without Project

With Nonstructural
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NED BENEFIT CALCULATION 

Without 
Project 

Damages

With Project 
Alternative 
Damages

- = NED
Benefits
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CALCULATING EAD USING MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to models like FDA, the @Risk software by Palisade is available for Excel. The software allows Monte Carlo simulations within the Excel program. 
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DISPLAY RESULTS FOR PLAN NOT INDIVIDUAL STRUCTURES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Damage and benefit results are displayed for a nonstructural alternative or plan.  Individual structure expected annual damage and benefits can be computed using the Structure Detail output spreadsheet provided by the HEC-FDA model, but these calculations should be used as background information to help with aggregation of structure process.   Planning Bulletin 2019-03 clarifies the policy for nonstructural evaluations.
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COST PER SQUARE FOOT OF 
ELEVATING RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES 

(FY 2015 PRICE LEVELS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current price level based on information from Engineering Division. Cost from the 3 leading shoring companies in the New Orleans Metro area.  The costs includes administration and supervision costs. We only used the “most-likely” value.
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NET BENEFIT CALCULATION

Total 
Benefits

Total 
Costs

Net 
Benefits

=-

Total 
Benefits

Total 
Costs B/C Ratio÷

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits – Costs = Net Benefits; Total Benefits / Total Costs = BCR.  Before comparing benefits to costs, W/O Project damages – With Project damages = Benefits (damages reduced).
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RECOMMENDED PLAN

 Is focused on the properties exposed to the highest flood risk in the study 
area as defined by the 25-year floodplain. 

 Reduces risk for 3,961 total structures
•3,462 residential
•342 non-residential
•157 warehouses

 Estimated first cost of ~$908M (FY15 price level)

 Benefit-to-Cost ratio of 5.6:1

 Average annual net benefits of ~$167M (FY15 price level)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are a few more details about the NED Plan. Of 3,961 total structures, 3,462 will be elevated and 342 will be floodproofed and 157 will have localized flood risk management measures surrounding the building.  THe estimated first cost is $908 million, the BCR is 5.6 to 1 and net benefits total $167 million on an annual basis.
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 Engineering and Design Phase (PED phase is on-going)

 Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA - $125 million to 
jumpstart the project)

 Economic Update (conducted 5 years after authorization to 
determine if still economically feasible)

UPDATED STATUS OF SOUTHWEST COASTAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently in PED phase – selected 50 structures in low-income area as first structures to be elevated)$125 million passed by Congress from the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, as well as a supplemental disaster relief bill, will kick start the programCivil Works (2012) guidance requires USACE teams to exhibit the project is still a good investment and is used for continued funding
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1. Hydraulic Characteristics
• Left bank / right bank
• Source of flooding
• Frequency of flooding
• Timing of flooding (arrival, duration)
• Physics of flooding (depths, velocities, d x v)
• Hydrologic influences (ice flow, debris laden, 

erosion) 

2. Structure Characteristics
• First floor elevation
• Common land use, structure type, 

construction method/category, age
• Density of development
• Historic areas or neighborhoods
• Shared infrastructure (physical)
• Shared critical infrastructure (buildings)

CONSIDERATIONS FOR GROUPING STRUCTURES

3. Community Characteristics
• Shared demographics
• Shared socioeconomics
• Shared cultural values
• Political jurisdictions

4. Life Risk Characteristics
• Population age (over/under 65)
• Available evacuation routes
• Accessibility to public transportation
• Physics of flooding (depths, velocities, d x v)
• Structural attributes (story height, wall type, 

attic access)

5. Other Characteristics
• Common flood consequences (e.g., % 

damage)
• Potential for reuse of evacuated floodplain 

for ecosystem restoration or recreation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structure Aggregation - The focus of this slide is to group structures based on common attributes. Logical grouping of structures based on unique characteristics within a study area that could affect flood risk.Not all inclusive. 
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What feature of the HEC-FDA model is used to manipulate the structure records to 
provide damage and benefit results?
a. Price indexing
b. Modules
c. Monte Carlo simulation
d. Content-to-Structure Value ratios (CSVRs)

True or False:
Nonstructural measures do not change the hazard, only the consequences of a flood 
event.

NONSTRUCTURAL QUESTIONS
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True or False:
Total benefits minus total costs equals net benefits.

True or False:
If the benefit to cost ratio equals 1.0 or greater, then the project costs 
exceed the project benefits.

ECONOMIC RESULTS QUESTIONS
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HURRICANE IDA – CATEGORY 4 – 29 AUGUST 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hurricane Storm Damage Reduction System (HSDRRS) – series of levees, flood gates, surge barrier walls and pumping stations with a cost of $15 billion to construct.  HSDRRS saved lives, avoided billions of dollars of flood lost in the New Orleans Metro area and billions of dollars in regional losses.Hurricane Ida made Louisiana landfall (Port Fourchon) as a Category 4 hurricane on 29 August 2021, 16 years after Hurricane Katrina. Sustained winds of 150 mph recorded at the coast of Louisiana, the second strongest storm to make landfall in Louisiana to Hurricane Katrina.  Slightly over $65 million in damages, the sixth-costliest storm.  As of September 15, 2021, a total of 115 deaths had been contributed to Ida, including 95 in the United States and 20 in Venezuela. In the United States, 33 total deaths were in Louisiana, 30 in New Jersey, 18 in New York, 5 in Pennsylvania, 3 in Mississippi, 2 in Alabama, 2 in Maryland, 1 in Virginia, and 1 in Connecticut. Notable indirect deaths included a man who was mauled to death by an alligator after walking through Ida's floodwaters in Slidell, Louisiana,[9][10] and two electrical workers who died while repairing power grid damage caused by the storm in Alabama.[11] There was also a remarkable number of hospitalizations and deaths in the Greater New Orleans Area as a result of carbon monoxide poisoning while using portable gas generators with inadequate ventilation,[12][13] including a family of 3 in Marrero, Louisiana on September 1, 2021.[14][15]
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MAJOR COMPONENTS OF THE HSDRRS

54

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximately $15 billion system built to reduce risk of flooding from tropical events in the Greater New Orleans vicinity. Construction of HSDRRS began after Task Force Guardian had made repairs to the pre-existing system following Hurricane Katrina in 2005.  This system includes increased levee and floodwall heights and the following additional features:  the IHNC Surge Barrier; Seabrook Gate Complex; Outfall Canal interim closure structures; Caernarvon floodwall and gate; Eastern Tie-In; Harvey-Algiers system with the West Closure Complex; Bayou Segnette Complex; and the Western Tie-In.  The Harvey Canal Sector Gate, which was completed after Hurricane Katrina, is also considered part of HSDRRS.  Most of the HSDRRS is built largely upon the alignment of the prior authorized risk reduction projects, which included the Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinity (LPV) and West Bank and Vicinity (WBV) levees, floodwalls, and structures. (in past nine years, levees, floodwalls and gated structures were strengthened over the 133-mile perimeter risk reduction system.  In total, there are 350 miles of levees/floodwalls in the HDSRRS including interior levees and floodwalls.
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WUZZLES NONSTRUCTURAL
Nonstructural Wuzzles – is a riddle that uses words, letters and/or graphics to create a disguised word, phase or 

saying. 
Example, NOON GOOD = GOOD AFTERNOON
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WUZZLES

NOON GOOD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 words – 4 letters and 9 letters
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NONSTRUCTURAL WUZZLES

STRUCTURAL

TSP   TBSP   CUP
FT   INCH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 words – 13 letters and 8 letters
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NONSTRUCTURAL WUZZLES

BUY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 word six letters
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NONSTRUCTURAL WUZZLES

ING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 words – 9 letters and 7 letters
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NONSTRUCTURAL WUZZLES

LOCATION

LOCATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One word – 10 letters
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NONSTRUCTURAL WUZZLES

FLOOD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 word -10 letters
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NONSTRUCTURAL WUZZLES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 words – 8 letters and 4 letters
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QUESTIONS
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